
Vacancy No: 01/16/ROME

Title: INTERNSHIP IN THE 
          FUTURE OF WORK INITIATIVE

Grade: Intern 

Contract type: Internship 

Duration of contract:  3-6 months

Date: 12 August 2016
 
Application Deadline: 2 September 2016
  

Organization unit:   ILO Rome (EUROPE)

Duty Station:  Rome, Italy 

 

The ILO values diversity. We welcome applications from qualified women and men, including
those with disabilities. Applications from non- or under-represented member States would

be particularly welcome.

Introduction 

The International Labour Organization (ILO) was established in 1919 to pursue a vision based on
the premise that universal, lasting peace can be realized only if it is based on social justice. The ILO
became the first  specialized Agency of  the United Nations (UN)  in  1946.  As only  tripartite  UN
Agency,  the  ILO  brings  together  governments;  employers  and  workers  representatives  of
187     member States to set labour standards develop policies and devise programmes promoting
decent work for all women and men around the globe.

Established in 1920, the Rome-based office promotes the principles and values of decent work and
social justice in Italy and San Marino and assists the government, employer organizations and trade
unions of these two countries in the areas of labour and social policy. It also liaises with the Rome-
based UN Agencies and the Holy See. As part of the promotion of the Decent Work Agenda, the
work programme of ILO Rome for the biennium 2016-17 includes priority in the following labour and
social policy areas: (i) employment and labour market policies, particularly for young people; and
(ii) the  access  of  migrant  and  other  vulnerable  workers  to  decent  work.  It  also  promotes  the
elimination  of  child  and  forced  labour,  as  well  as  sustainable  business  practices  and  social
responsibility.  

An internship with the ILO provides the opportunity to:
(i) enhance knowledge of  labour  and social  policy  issues at  the international  and national

levels  through  direct  involvement  in  the  work  of  the  Office  and  the  application  of  ILO
principles, programmes and strategies;

(ii) Gain practical work-based experience with the ILO directly related to their field of studies.

The internship  programme is  not  intended to lead to a career  in  the ILO.  There should be no
expectation of further employment at the end of the internship.
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Description of Duties

The world of work is undergoing a major process of change. There are several forces transforming
it, from the onward march of technology and the impact of climate change to the changing character
of production and employment, and demographics. In order to better  understand and to respond
effectively  to  these  new challenges,  the ILO Director-General  has  launched a “Future  of  Work
initiative”.  This  initiative  involves  the  ILO's  tripartite  constituency  fully  and  universally,  but  also
reaches the academic world and other relevant and interested actors. In Italy and San Marino, the
ILO supports the government, employer organizations and trade unions in the identification and
discussion of emerging and future labour and social trends that shape up the world of work of today
and tomorrow. In this context, the intern will learn about the mandate and policies of the ILO and its
technical programmes and about the implementation of the Future of  Work activities in the two
countries. S/he will conduct research and acquire knowledge and experience on major employment
and social trends, as well as policy and programmatic responses, with particular focus on young
people, migrant and vulnerable workers. S/he will participate in meetings and events on the Future
of Work; collaborate in raising awareness, including by using social and other media; and contribute
to the development of action-oriented programmes in the same topic. 

The intern will gain experience in collaborating with the Director of the Office — to whom s/he will
report — as well as other ILO’s specialists who are involved in the implementation of the Initiative. 

Required Qualifications

Education
Area of studies: Economics, Law and other related social science.

Applicant should currently follow a course of study (last year of Master degree or above), or have
completed studies within 12 months prior to this application. 

Experience
Any  relevant  work  experience  and  ability  to  use  standard  MS  office  products  (Excel,  Word,
PowerPoint) would be an advantage.
 
Experience in employment and social policies targeted at young people and vulnerable workers is
an advantage.

Languages
Working knowledge (both oral and written) of at least one of the ILO's official languages (English,
French or Spanish) and of the Italian language. 

Competencies
Adaptable to an international, multicultural and multilingual environment, good communication skills
and be able to work in a team.
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Additional information

Application process
Candidates  should  send  a  curriculum  vitae  et  studiorum  together  with  a  cover  letter  (both
documents should be written in English or French or Spanish) explaining the interest and motivation
to  undertake  an  internship  with  the  ILO  to  the  following  email  address:  rome@ilo.org.  Please
indicate the reference “Internship 01/16/ROME” in the subject of your electronic mail. The candidate
should also indicate dates of availability (e.g. proposed start date and latest possible end date).

Duration 
Please note internships start on the first and fifteenth day of any month for a minimum duration of
three months and a maximum duration of six months.

Requirements 
Please only apply for an internship if the following criteria are fulfilled:

(1) Have no close relative serving in the ILO.
(2) This is the first internship with the ILO (only one internship is allowed).
(3) Currently following a course of study (last year of Master degree or above), or have 

completed studies within 12 months prior to this application.
(4) Possess working knowledge (both oral and written) of at least one of the ILO's official 

languages (English, French or Spanish) and of the Italian language.

Stipend 
Candidates should ideally receive funding for internship positions through an institution (for example
university/sending institution or a foundation), to cover subsistence expenses (estimated in Rome at
USD700 per month). However, if this is not provided, interns will receive a stipend to cover living
expenses. Travel to the duty station would be at own expense.
Insurance 
Please note that the ILO does not take responsibility for any costs arising from accidents and/or
illness incurred during the internship. You will be responsible for your own insurance coverage for
illness and accidents for the duration of the internship.

APPLICANTS WILL BE CONTACTED DIRECTLY IF SELECTED FOR WRITTEN TEST.

APPLICANTS WILL BE CONTACTED DIRECTLY IF SELECTED FOR AN INTERVIEW.

The ILO does not charge any fee at any stage of the recruitment process whether at the application,
interview,  processing or training stage. Messages originating from a non-ILO e-mail  account —
@ilo.org — should  be disregarded. In addition,  the ILO does not  require  or need to know any
information relating to the bank account details of applicants.

Depending on the location and availability of candidates, assessors and interview panel members,
the ILO may use communication technologies such as Skype, Video or teleconference, e-mail, etc.
for the assessment and evaluation of candidates at the different stages of the recruitment process,
including assessment centres, technical tests or interviews.
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ILO is a smoke-free environment

mailto:rome@ilo.org

